
It is the responsibility of the installer to ensure that the location for the fitting 
of this product is suitable prior to it being installed 

Safety Flooring Installation and Care Guide 

Storage 

Your safety floor should be stored for around 24 hours at a room temperature that is no 

lower than 14°c, for installation the temperature of the room must be between 14°c and 

27°c for approximately 48 hours prior to fitting and remain during and for 24 hours after 

the installation has been completed. 

 

Subfloor 

The subfloor being installed onto must conform to the BS8203:2001 code of practice 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

Your safety flooring can be straight laid or self coved it can also be used with ‘sit in’ or ‘sit 

on’ skirting for areas subject to moisture spillage. The flooring once installed must be 

100% sealed this is achieved by either welding or clamping  access covers, drain gulleys 

sealing pipes, earthenware and door frames. Joints in the safety flooring can be cut either 

before or after the adhesive has been applied and is typically left to the preference of the 

installer however its worth a mention that on large installations if the if the joints and   

perimeter have been cut in first any movement of the floor sheet when being laid into the 

adhesive can potentially cause a problem. When your floor has been sized turn back the 

material and apply the adhesive, the type required will depend on the local conditions 

and the installation areas intended use once applied. After the specified time which can 

depend on the sub floor return the floor covering into the adhesivemaking sure to push 

out and remove any air bubbles, remove any excess adhesive with a damp cloth and roll 

the whole area length and width ways with a floor roller, joints once they have been cut 

in can then be grooved and hot welded . 

 

Grooving 

A joint between two sheets of safety flooring is made up of a 3mm groove which must be 

cut into the floor either by hand or with a automatic grooving tool 



Forming a Hot Weld Joint & welding 

The grooved joints including any internal and external mitres must be hot air welded with 

the appropriate weld rod, available in a generic colour match to the flooring. The hot hair 

welding gun is  fitted with a 5mm high speed welding nozzle, to maintain peak              

performance ensure the filter of the welding gun remains free from debris, unclog if and 

when required, its recommended that wherever possible all 12hrs before welding the 

joints this is to allow time for the adhesive to have set. Start welding with the internal and 

external mitres with the end of the welding guns nozzle in the up position when these 

have been completed the nozzle can be turned to the down position and the grooved 

flooring joints can be completed. 

 

Finishing 

Once the weld has cooled and completely set the excess will need to be trimmed flush  to 

the surface of the safety floor, flat floor areas can be cleared with a  spatula  a square 

router blade is used for external mitres and a rounded one for internals 

 

Cleaning and maintenance  

The best way to retain the looks of your new floor is to develop an regular routine best 

suited to the use of your floor, areas of high traffic will require more attention than those 

used less, for effectiveness and one of the best methods is by machine offering different 

types of scrub and buffer pads and a variety of cleaning agents suitable for cleaning your 

floor. Only use cleaning chemicals suitable for vinyl floor coverings and      always follow 

the manufacturers instructions. Scuffs from rubber heels need to be          removed either 

by specific pad or scrub by hand using a recommended scouring powder. 

To avoid staining from some common items please be aware of contact from wet        

cardboard,  asphalt, bitumen, rubber backed carpets, rubber backed mats some cleaning 

chemicals particularly containing pine oil, dyes from printed literature and shoe soles not 

made from no staining material. Regular maintenance will not only retain the looks of 

your floor it will keep costs to a minimum. 


